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A Tool Path Modification
Approach to Cutting Engagement
Regulation for the Improvement
of Machining Accuracy in 2D
Milling With a Straight End Mill
In two-dimensional (2D) free-form contour machining by using a straight (flat) end mill,
conventional contour parallel paths offer varying cutting engagement with workpiece,
which inevitably causes the variation in cutting loads on the tool, resulting in geometric
inaccuracy of the machined workpiece surface. This paper presents an algorithm to
generate a new offset tool path, such that the cutting engagement is regulated at a desired
level over the finishing path. The key idea of the proposed algorithm is that the semi-
finish path, the path prior to the finishing path, is modified such that the workpiece
surface generated by the semi-finish path gives the desired engagement angle over the
finishing path. The expectation with the proposed algorithm is that by regulating the
cutting engagement angle along the tool path trajectory, the cutting force can be con-
trolled at any desirable value, which will potentially reduce variation of tool deflection,
thus improving geometric accuracy of machined workpiece. In this study, two case studies
for 2D contiguous end milling operations with a straight end mill are shown to demon-
strate the capability of the proposed algorithm for tool path modification to regulate the
cutting engagement. Machining results obtained in both case studies reveal far reduced
variation of cutting force, and thus, the improved geometric accuracy of the machined
workpiece contour. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2752526�

Keywords: contour parallel path, cutting engagement angle, tool path modification, cut-
ting force, machined surface geometric error, contour end milling
Introduction
With the recent advances in high-speed machining technology,

.5D contour end milling has gained an increasing demand in
anufacturing die and mold products. This is partially due to the

act that a surprisingly large number of mechanical parts are made
f 2.5D contour and even more complex objects are generally
reated from a billet by using 2.5D roughing, semi-finishing and
nishing. In 2.5D contour machining, conventional tool path pat-

erns generated by commercial CAM �computer-aided manufac-
uring� software are mostly either direction parallel paths or con-
our parallel offset paths. In particular, contour parallel offset
CPO� path, which is generated by successive offsets of the input
oundary, has been extensively adopted in contour machining.
ecently, many numerically robust and efficient algorithms have
een developed to generate contour parallel offset paths for any
iven contour geometries and adopted in commercial CAM soft-
are.
During actual contour machining, these conventional contour

arallel paths create some cutting problems. To be noted among
hem is significantly varying cutting engagement that causes the
ariations in cutter load and tool deflection, and consequently,
eometric inaccuracy on machined surface �1�. Also the variations
n cutting engagement angle are a significant concern from a pro-
ess stability and efficiency perspective. Research has already
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been done to observe this varying cutting engagement �2,3� and to
address its inevitable negative consequence resulted from machin-
ing with contour parallel paths �4,5�. Shown in Fig. 1 is how the
cutting engagement angle varies depending on the geometry of the
tool path in the two-dimensional �2D� machining. From Fig. 1, it
can be realized that the engagement angle varies depending on the
curvature of tool path, the step-over distance �i.e., radial depth of
cut�, and the tool radius. The engagement angle represents the
region of contact between the tool and workpiece material in the
two-dimensional machining. Consequently, it can be said that the
engagement angle is one of dominant process parameters that de-
termines the cutting load on the tool.

Although contour parallel paths inherently offer cutting prob-
lems, a need was also felt how to tackle this varying cutting en-
gagement in contour machining. In order to regulate the material
removal rate or the cutting force on arbitrary tool paths, major
methods reported in the literature are adjusting the feed rate adap-
tively. Most of feed-rate adaptation schemes found in the literature
are adaptive feedback control schemes �e.g., �6,7��. There have
been, however, by far not many practical applications of them in
the manufacturing industry. The difficulty to implement an accu-
rate, reliable, and economic way to monitor cutting forces in pro-
cess and to ensure the reliability of the control has prevented
feedback control schemes from being widely implemented in in-
dustrial applications �8�. A simpler, but more practically feasible
way is in an priori adjustment of feed rate on a NC program �e.g.,
�9–11��. An important prerequisite for applying this approach is
the sophisticated servocontroller of NC machine tool that pos-
sesses a rapid acceleration and deceleration control mechanism to
response to the frequent and quick change of feed rate in actual

machining operation. On commercial CNCs, it is often the case
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hat the feed-rate tracking performance is sacrificed in order to
ecure the contouring accuracy under the prescribed tolerance.
ecause of this sort of uncertainty in feed-rate control perfor-
ance, it is often difficult to apply a feed-rate adaptation scheme

n a finishing path, where unsmooth or abrupt transient change in
eed rate often deteriorates the surface finish.

From this aspect, in order to improve the geometric accuracy of
he finished surface by suppressing varying cutting loads, the

odification of tool path is more promising. For example, some
esearchers proposed an attempt to minimize the cutting load
hen cutting corner regions by applying additional looping tool
aths at the corners �12–15�. Their method is an effective ad hoc
ay to avoid an abrupt and large increase in the cutting force at

harp convex corners, which often becomes a potential cause of
he tool damage, by reducing the radial depth of cut there. It is,
owever, intended to apply only to sharp corners to avoid an
brupt large increase of cutting forces there; it is not intended to
pply to continuously regulate the engagement angle on an arbi-
rary curve.

Stori and Wright �16� proposed a notable approach to offset tool
ath modification for keeping constant engagement on a tool path
f a convex geometry. The key focus of their approach to offset
ool path modification can be briefly illustrated in Fig. 2. As can
e seen in Fig. 2, for a given original tool center trajectory,
k�i��R2�i=1 , . . . ,Nk� and a trajectory of semi-finish surface,

k�i�, at each step, the algorithm basically aims to shift the tool
enter location, ok�i�, by a distance of x�i� to the direction normal
o the original tool path such that the engagement angle, �en�i�, is
egulated to the desirable constant level, �en

* . However, since the
lgorithm modifies the final path trajectory �i.e., finishing path� to
eep constant engagement on it, the modified tool path no longer
emoves required geometry, leaving excess material in corner cut-
ing. Hence, although this approach may be justified in the appli-
ation to roughing by spiral-in paths, where efficient material re-

ig. 1 Variation of cutting engagement angle with respect to
ifferent tool path geometry in 2D end milling „r�tool radius,
en�engagement angle, s�step-over distance „i.e., radial
epth of cut……: „a… concave arc, „b… linear, and „c… convex arc

ig. 2 Simplified illustration of path modification to regulate
ngagement angle by algorithm introduced by Stori and Wright

16‡
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moval is of sole interest, it is practically not possible to be applied
to a finishing process. Later, Wang et al. �17� proposed a quanti-
fiable metric-based approach to 2D tool path optimization by con-
sidering instantaneous path curvature and cutter engagement.
Similarly, their approach would also be effectively realized mainly
for a high-speed and stable steady-state roughing operation, but
not for a finishing process.

In this paper, we propose an algorithm to generate a new offset
tool path trajectory, which will regulate cutting engagement at a
desired value on the finishing path. Unlike the approach by Stori
and Wright �16�, the inherent idea of the proposed algorithm is to
modify the previous tool path trajectory �i.e., semi-finishing path�
with an aim that a desired cutting engagement angle is regulated
on the machining with the final path while the geometry of the
final path itself is preserved. While approaches available in the
literature as described above have focused on mostly stable rough-
ing operation, the proposed algorithm mainly deals with efficient
finishing operation in order to produce an improved geometric
accuracy and surface quality of the final machined contour.

In this study, the capability of the proposed algorithm for tool
path modification is demonstrated to the case with constant en-
gagement angle regulation, and to the case with a feed-rate control
scheme where a constant feed rate at the cutting point is main-
tained. By using a straight end mill, cutting experiments on the
core workpiece of hardened steel are carried out to verify the
significance of the proposed approach. Results obtained from the
experimental verification over conventional contour paths for both
cases reveal far reduced variation of cutting force and, hence, an
improved geometric accuracy of the machined surface.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2
presents the proposed algorithm for tool path modification to
regulate cutting engagement angle, and an illustrating example is
demonstrated in the section. Two case studies, carried out experi-
mentally to demonstrate the capability of the proposed approach,
are discussed in Sec. 3. Finally the paper concludes with a brief
summary as presented in Sec. 4.

2 Proposed Approach

2.1 Algorithm for Tool Path Modification to Regulate Cut-
ting Engagement Angle. Given an initial planar curve represent-
ing the desired geometry of the final contour to be machined, and
an original contour-parallel �CP� tool path to achieve the desired
contour �referred to as the finishing path, hereafter� extracted from
NC code, the main aim of the algorithm is to compute the previ-
ous tool path trajectory �the path prior to the finishing path� such
that the engagement angle can be regulated at a desired level on
the machining along the final tool path trajectory �i.e., finishing
path�. It should be emphasized that this paper focuses on the ma-
chining by a straight end mill, and thus, only the two-dimensional
interference between a tool and workpiece is considered.

Assume that a trajectory of the tool center location in the fin-
ishing path, ok�i��R2�i=1, . . . ,Nk�, is given by offsetting the fi-
nal workpiece contour to be machined. As illustrated in Fig. 3, the
engagement angle, �en�i��R�i=1, . . . ,Nk�, is defined by the tool
center location, ok�i�, the intersection point of the tool circumfer-
ence with the newly generated offset surface, qk�i��R2�i
=1, . . . ,Nk�, and the intersection point of the tool circumference
with the semi-finish surface, pk�i��R2�i=1, . . . ,Nk�. The semi-
finish surface, pk�i�, is generated by the path prior to the finishing
path, ok−1�i��R2�i=1, . . . ,Nk−1� �referred to as the semi-finish,
path hereafter�. The intension of the proposed algorithm is to
modify the location of the intersection point between the tool
circumference and the semi-finish surface, pk�i�, to the new loca-
tion pk

*�i�, in a way such that the cutting engagement angle is
modified from �en�i� to its desired value, �en

* �i�. Note that the
modification of the semi-finish surface, pk�i�, can be done by the

modification of the semi-finish path, ok−1�i�. The new semi-finish
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ath, ok−1
* �i�, can be given simply by offsetting pk

*�i�. The detailed
lgorithm of the computation of new modified offset tool path
rajectory, ok−1

* �i�, can be summarized into the following steps.
Step 1. For the given tool center location of the finishing path,

k�i��R2 �i=1, . . . ,Nk�, compute the intersection point of the tool
ircumference with the newly generated offset surface, qk�i�
R2 �i=1, . . . ,Nk�, by offsetting ok�i� to the workpiece’s side by

he tool radius, r. This operation can be written by

qk�i� = offset �ok�i�, + r�, where �i = 1, . . . ,Nk� �1�

here the function “offset�o�i� ,x�” represents the computation of
he trajectory that is generated by parallel offsetting the trajectory
�i� by the distance x.
Step 2. Compute the “desired” intersection point of the tool

ircumference with the semi-finish surface, pk
*�i��R2�i

1, . . . ,Nk� such that the engagement angle, �en�i�, can be main-
ained at the desired cutting engagement angle, �en

* �i�. In other
ords, find pk

*�i� such that

�pk
*�i� · ok�i� · qk�i� = �en

* �i�, and

�pk
*�i� − ok�i�� = r,�i = 1, . . . ,Nk�

here � represents the angle formed by the points, and � · � de-
otes the two-norm of the vector.

Note that pk
*�i��R2 �i=1, . . . ,Nk� defines the trajectory of

odified semi-finish surface �see Fig. 3�.
Step 3. Set i= i+1 and repeat the steps 1 and 2 until i=Nk.
Step 4. Then, by offsetting the modified semi-finish surface

rajectory, pk
*�i�, by the tool radius r, compute the modified tool

enter trajectory of the semi-finishing path, ok−1�i��R2�i
1, . . . ,Nk−1�.

ok−1�i� = offset�pk
*�i�,− r�, where �i = 1, . . . ,Nk� �2�

The parallel offset of the location o�i� by the distance x, de-
oted by offset �o�i� ,x�, can be computed by shifting o�i� to the
ngle bisector direction between the vectors o�i�−o�i−1� and
�i+1�−o�i� �see Fig. 4�. Therefore, note that in the computation
f the modified semi-finish path, ok−1�i�, in Eq. �2�, its offsetting
irection may not be the same as that in the computation of qk�i�
n Eq. �1�. For the computation of parallel offsets, there have been
umerous research efforts to build algorithms with higher robust-
ess and smaller computational complexity �18�. In this paper, we
dopt the algorithm developed by Held �19� to compute parallel
ffsets based on the Voronoi diagram.

The desired engagement angle, �en
* �i�, along the final tool path

rajectory must be given by considering proper machining condi-
ions for the given tool and the workpiece such that an expected
utting force is maintained all the times. More details will be

ig. 3 Concept of the algorithm for tool path modification to
egulate cutting engagement angle
iven in case studies presented in Sec. 3.

ournal of Manufacturing Science and Engineering
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2.2 An Illustrating Example. For a more clear understanding
of tool path modification by the proposed algorithm, a simple
illustrating example on a simple contour consisting of a concave
and a convex arc is demonstrated. As can be seen in Fig. 5, both
path 1 and path 2 correspond to original contour parallel offset
tool paths. Path 1 is applied to semi-finishing while path 2 is a
finishing path. By applying the proposed algorithm as illustrated
earlier, path 1 is modified into path 1-a such that the cutting en-
gagement with the workpiece along the path 2 is regulated at a
desired level. Cutter radius of 5.0 mm and step-over distance �i.e.,
radial depth of cut� of 1.0 mm are considered for parallel offset-
ting of tool paths to compute the modified semi-finishing path
�path 1-a�.

It can be seen from Fig. 5 that, along the concave arc, the
semi-finishing path is modified to go “closer” toward the finishing
path, which consequently results in smaller cutting engagement
with the workpiece in the machining of the finishing path. On the
contrary, along the convex arc, the semi-finishing path goes “far-
ther” from the finishing path, indicating a larger cutting engage-
ment in the machining of the finishing path. The resulting action is
to regulate the cutting engagement angle always at a desirable
level along the final workpiece contour on the machining of the
finishing path.

2.3 Remarks. Remark 1. It must be emphasized that the pro-
posed tool path modification algorithm focuses on the finishing
process by using a straight end mill. In the machining of three-
dimensional geometry, the finish path is in many cases executed
with a ball or filleted end mill. This may obscure the practical
usefulness of the proposed approach. Even in such a case, the
authors claim the proposed approach is of a practical value for the
following reasons: �i� In die/mold machining, it is often the case

Fig. 4 Parallel offset of the tool center location, ok„i… by the
distance r

Fig. 5 An illustrating example of tool path modification by the

proposed algorithm
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hat roughing and semi-finish processes are machined by using a
traight end mill, followed by a finishing process by using a ball
nd mill �note that in this paragraph the terms “semi-finish pro-
ess” and “finishing process” are used in a different meaning from
revious sections�. Since the radial depth of cut in a ball end mill
rocess is generally very small, when the leftover volume from
he semi-finish process significantly varies, it easily causes the
ariation in the final geometric error of the workpiece surface. By
pplying the proposed approach to the semi-finishing process by a
traight end mill, it can be expected that the semi-finishing pro-
ess leaves more uniform surface error, which consequently im-
roves the geometric accuracy of the final surface. �ii� The en-
agement in a ball end mill process is determined by more
omplex three-dimensional interaction between the tool and the
revious workpiece surface, and thus the straightforward exten-
ion of the proposed algorithm to a ball end mill process will be
ifficult. However, when the entire process assumes the 2.5D ma-
hining, it is, in practice, reasonable to limit the modification only
n the XY plane, although in this case the cutting engagement
annot be strictly regulated. In such a case, the algorithm pre-
ented in this paper can be extended to a ball end mill process in
straightforward manner.
Remark 2. It must be noted that it is not always possible to

enerate the modified semi-finish path to regulate the engagement
ngle at the desired level by using the present approach. For ex-
mple, when the tool center trajectory of the finishing path con-
ains a square corner as shown in Fig. 6�a�, the profile of cutting
ngagement angle, �en�i�, has a sudden jump, and becomes dis-
ontinuous, near the corner. Geometrically, if the semi-finish sur-
ace is given as illustrated in Fig. 6�b�, the engagement angle can
e regulated as constant. It is, however, generally not possible to
btain the semi-finish path that generates this surface. This issue,
aused by the discontinuity of the desired semi-finish path, will
ccur when the finishing path is not smooth. It must be empha-
ized that the proposed approach can be applied only to a smooth
nish path, i.e., the case where the directional difference of the
ectors o�i�−o�i−1� and o�i+1�−o�i� is smaller than some
hreshold value for any i.

In practical applications, it is often the case that the finishing
ath contains unsmooth corners. On such a corner, the cutting
orce, and the consequently the geometric accuracy of the ma-
hined surface, are determined dominantly by the feed rate and
he machine’s contouring error. Under such a condition, it is ex-
remely difficult to determine the “optimal” engagement angle
uch that the variation in cutting force can be minimized. There-
ore, we consider that the regulation of the engagement angle on

ig. 6 An illustrative example where constant engagement
ver the finishing path is not geometrically possible: „a… finish-

ng path with a square corner and „b… semi-finish surface for
onstant engagement
uch an unsmooth corner would not contribute much to the im-

072 / Vol. 129, DECEMBER 2007
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provement of machining accuracy, and thus that the limited appli-
cability of the present approach is not of a practical importance.

3 Applications of the Proposed Algorithm
In this section, we will present two application examples of the

proposed tool path modification scheme to regulate cutting en-
gagement angle. In the proposed scheme, it should be noted that
the design of the “desired” engagement angle along the finishing
path, �en

* �i�, is up to the designer’s choice with a consideration on
the required geometric accuracy, the surface finish, or the produc-
tivity of the finishing. In the first case study, presented in Sec. 3.1,
the proposed path modification scheme is applied such that a con-
stant engagement angle is maintained throughout the finishing
path, just as the simple example presented in Sec. 2.2. In the
second case study, presented in Sec. 3.2, the engagement angle
along the finishing path is not regulated at a constant level; it is
regulated such that a constant cutting force can be obtained
throughout the finishing path, where the feed rate is varied such
that a better surface finish can be obtained. The two examples will
show that the tool paths generated by the proposed scheme can
suppress the variation in the cutting force along the finishing path,
under either a constant feed rate or a varying feed rate, which
consequently improves the geometric accuracy of the machined
workpiece in both cases.

3.1 Case Study I: Constant Cutting Engagement
Regulation. In this case study, the proposed algorithm is applied
to generate the modified semi-finishing tool path such that a de-
sired constant cutting engagement angle is regulated in the ma-
chining along the finishing tool path. Note that the feed rate is
kept constant throughout the finish path. The hope with this study
is, hence, potentially to regulate a constant cutting force in the
finishing tool path �i.e., the final path�. The desired cutting en-
gagement angle, �en

* , is determined as follows: assuming the ma-
chining along a straight path with the given tool radius r and the
step-over distance �i.e., radial depth of cut� s of original contour
parallel tool paths, the cutting engagement angle �en is geometri-
cally computed. This value is then used as the desired constant
cutting engagement angle �en

* for the tool path modification by the
proposed algorithm. In other words, the proposed tool path modi-
fication scheme is applied such that the engagement angle along
the finishing path does not deviate from the level under which the
straight part in the finishing path is cut.

For the purpose of applying the proposed algorithm for path
modification, a core contour of different circular arc geometries as

Fig. 7 Geometry of the core contour
shown in Fig. 7 is selected. Figure 8 shows the modified constant
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ngagement �CE� tool path generated by the proposed algorithm
n the core contour, along with conventional contour parallel
aths. First NC programs to produce the final contour of core are
enerated by commercial CAM software, and the contour parallel
nishing offset path is extracted from NC program. Then, by us-

ng the proposed algorithm for tool path modification, the modi-
ed constant engagement �CE� semi-finishing tool path is gener-
ted. The effect of path modification with the desired constant
ngagement angle on the trajectory of semi-finishing tool path can
e noted in the magnified view of tool paths in Fig. 8.

The modified semi-finish path consists of total 1978 line seg-
ents of the length 0.1 mm. The computer implementation of the

roposed algorithm for tool path modification is carried out by
sing MATLAB �by Mathworks, Inc.� on a desktop PC of a
.66 GHz Intel�R� processor. The computation time required from
rocessing the G-code of the finishing path until the generation of
he modified CE semi-finishing tool path is less than 1 s.

Figure 9 compares the simulated profiles of engagement angle
ith an original contour parallel path and the modified CE tool
ath generated by the proposed algorithm on the finishing path.
he computation of engagement angle profiles starts from the cir-
ular arc A �as marked in Fig. 7� of the core contour while the tool

ig. 8 „a… Modified constant engagement „CE… tool path gen-
rated by the proposed algorithm „b… magnified view of the tool
aths in the rectangular box
oves in clockwise direction along the contour. It is distinctly

ournal of Manufacturing Science and Engineering
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evident from simulated results that while an original contour par-
allel path shows a significant variation in engagement angle, the
modified CE tool path is able to regulate the engagement angle
almost at a desired constant level on the machining of finishing
path. Note that small “noise” observed on the engagement angle
profile as shown in Fig. 9 could be due to computational errors.

3.1.1 Experiments for Verification. Cutting experiments are
conducted to justify the effectiveness of the modified constant
engagement �CE� tool path developed by the proposed algorithm.
A three-axis vertical high-speed machining center �VCN-410A by
Yamazaki Mazak Corp.� is used for machining tests. A core of the
geometry shown in Fig. 7 is used as the test workpiece. The de-
tailed cutting conditions used in tests are summarized in Table 1.

For comparison of cutting performance, two machining strate-
gies are adopted. Strategy 1 �contour parallel path� represents the
case where conventional contour parallel paths are applied
throughout the machining �i.e., from roughing to finishing�. Strat-
egy 2 �modified CE tool path� features the case where the pro-
posed modified CE tool path is applied to the semi-finishing path,
the path prior to the finishing operation. Note that all the paths
except for the semi-finishing path are the same as those in strategy
1. The feed rate is constant throughout on all the roughing and
finishing paths.

3.1.2 Results and Discussion. During the machining tests, cut-
ting forces are measured by a dynamometer �Kistler’s 9272�. In
this paper, the cutting force Fxy is defined as the resultant vector
of cutting force components acting on the tool in X and Y direc-
tions �i.e., Fxy =�Fx

2+Fy
2, where Fx and Fy are cutting force com-

ponents in X and Y directions, respectively�. It must be also noted
that all the cutting force profiles presented in this paper are digi-
tally filtered by using a low-pass filter of the cutoff frequency
5 Hz. The profiles show the average of the variation in the cutting
force for one rotation of the tool.

Figure 10 depicts a comparison of cutting forces measured dur-
ing machining of the finishing path for two strategies. It is seen
from Fig. 10 that the proposed modified constant engagement

Fig. 9 Engagement angle profiles of an original contour paral-
lel path and the modified CE tool path generated by the pro-
posed algorithm on the finishing path

Table 1 Cutting conditions used in experiments

Cutting tool �Al,Ti�N-coated sintered tungsten carbide
Radius end mill

Diameter: 10 mm
No. of flutes: 6

Tool extension: 35 mm
Workpiece Hardened steel �JIS SKD 61� with HRc53

Size: 70 mm�40 mm�20 mm
Cutting parameters Spindle speed: 4772 min−1

Feed rate: 1200 mm/min
Step-over distance: 0.3 mm
Axial depth of cut: 5.0 mm

Cutting direction Down cutting
Coolant Oil mist
DECEMBER 2007, Vol. 129 / 1073
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CE� tool path �strategy 2� reveals a reduced variation of cutting
orce. While comparing to contour parallel path �strategy 1�, it
educes maximum variation of cutting force by about 83%.

It is to be noted that since the proposed approach modifies the
emi-finish path to regulate cutting engagement in finishing, the
ariation in cutting force on the semi-finishing will be often larger.
igure 11 compares measured cutting force profiles along the
emi-finish path under strategy 1 �contour parallel path� and strat-
gy 2 �modified CE tool path�. From Fig. 11, it is found that the
ariation in cutting force along the semi-finish path is larger in
trategy 2. The difference in the cutting force is �103 N at maxi-
um. From the static stiffness of this tool, the tool deflection

aused by the cutting force 103 N is estimated to be �5.6 �m.
lthough large variations in the tool deflection on the semi-finish
ath may potentially change the engagement angle on the finish-
ng path, it can be assumed that the variation in the tool deflection
n the semi-finish path is sufficiently small compared to the radial
epth of cut on the finishing path. The fact that the variation in the
utting force on the finishing path is significantly suppressed in
trategy 2 �as shown in Fig. 10� shows the validity of this assump-
ion in this experiment.

Figure 12 shows geometric error profiles of the machined sur-

ig. 10 Comparison of cutting force between contour parallel
ath and modified CE tool path

ig. 11 Measured cutting force profiles along the semi-

nishing path
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face with respect to reference surface trajectory measured by a
coordinate measuring machine �CMM� �UPMC 850 by Carl Zeiss
Inc.�. The geometric error �i.e., machined surface error� can be
defined as the normal distance between the machined surface tra-
jectory and the reference �i.e., nominal� surface trajectory. For a
clear comparison, the same error profiles drawn from Fig. 12 with
the distance along the reference surface from the starting point
indicated by “8” are shown in Fig. 13. From Figs. 12 and 13, it
can be revealed that by applying modified CE tool path �strategy
2�, the variation of machined surface error is significantly re-
duced, when compared to that in contour parallel tool path �strat-
egy 1�. The maximum variation of machined surface error is re-
duced by 75%. In this study, the maximum machined surface error
variation is defined as the difference between the maximum ma-
chined surface error �i.e., peak of the error profile� and the mini-
mum machined surface error �i.e., valley of the error profile�.

The mean values of machined surface error for each of eight
corners along the core contour are presented in Fig. 14. From Fig.
14, it is evident that by applying modified CE tool path, a signifi-
cant reduction of mean machined surface error is observed espe-
cially at concave circular arcs, indicating an overall uniform error

Fig. 12 Machined surface profiles with respect to reference
surface of core workpiece measured by the CMM: „a… contour
parallel path „strategy 1… and „b… modified constant engage-
ment „CE… tool path „strategy 2…
level along the contour of machined workpiece.
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3.2 Case Study 2: Constant Cutting Force Regulation
ith Constant Feed Rate at Cutting Point. In case study 1, the

roposed tool path modification scheme is applied such that the
ngagement angle is kept constant throughout the finishing path,
hich consequently regulates the cutting force constant when the
nishing path is machined under a constant feedrate. Case study 2
hows that the proposed tool path generation scheme can be ap-
lied such that the finishing path is subject to a constant cutting
orce even when the feed rate is scheduled to given profile. As a
imple example of such a feed-rate regulation scheme, we con-
ider the following case.

3.2.1 Overview. In 2.5D contour machining, the feed rate at
he actual cutting point varies even when the feed rate at the tool
enter is kept constant. The variation in feed per tooth at the
utting point naturally causes the variation in the width of cutter
arks generated on the machined surface, which often deterio-

ates the surface quality. To address it, a scheme to regulate the
eed rate at tool center such that the feed rate at the cutting point
s kept constant has been well known �20�, and it is implemented
n some latest commercial CAM software. The idea is that by

aintaining the feed rate at the cutting point constant, the width of
utter marks on the machined surface will be ideally constant,
hich potentially will contribute to the improvement of the sur-

ace quality. However, a constant feed rate at the cutting point
enerally does not keep the cutting force constant. Then, by ap-
lying the proposed algorithm as illustrated earlier, the semi-
nishing path is modified with an optimized cutting engagement
ngle such that an expected cutting force is regulated efficiently in
he finishing path. By applying both the feed-rate optimization and
he tool path modification, it can be expected that both the geo-

etric accuracy and the surface quality of the machined work-
iece will be improved.

ig. 13 Machined surface geometric error profiles with dis-
ance along reference surface of the core workpiece „the num-
ers on top of graphs correspond to the corner names, same
s those indicated in Fig. 12…

ig. 14 Mean surface geometric error profiles with respect to
urvature radius of core workpiece „R „+…: convex arc, R „−…:
oncave arc; the numbers on top of graphs correspond to the

orner names, same as those indicated in Fig. 12…
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3.2.2 Definition of Feed Rate at the Cutting Point and its
Regulation. Figure 15 defines the feedrate at the cutting point and
the feed rate at the tool center for concave and convex arc milling.
From Fig. 15, it can be easily understood that feed rate at the
cutting point fcp is totally different from that at the tool center f tc,
depending on the geometry of workpiece contour. Hence, in order
to keep the feed rate at the cutting point fcp at a constant level, we
have varied the feed rate at the tool center f tc. Assume that the
geometry of workpiece contour such as curvature radius, R�i� �i
=1, . . . ,Nk�, along the trajectory of the finishing path, ok�i�
�R2�i=1, . . . ,Nk�, is given. Thus, variable feed-rate at the tool
center, f tc

* �i� �i=1, . . . ,Nk� can be optimized as follows:

For concave arc, f tc
* �i� =

fcp�R�i� − r�
R�i�

�3�

For convex arc, f tc
* �i� =

fcp�R�i� + r�
R�i�

�4�

where r is the tool radius. The desired feed rate at the cutting point
fcp is chosen from the machining database or recommended by the
industry.

3.2.3 Optimization of Cutting Engagement Angle for Constant
Cutting Force Regulation. As is mentioned earlier, a constant feed
rate at the cutting point does not necessarily keep the cutting force
at a constant value. However, in contour machining, regulating
cutting force at a desired level is an important concern to reduce
the tool deflection and thus to enhance the machining accuracy.

When the feed rate along the finishing tool path trajectory is
given by f tc

* �i� �i=1, . . . ,Nk�, first a profile of the desired engage-
ment angle is computed such that the cutting force is regulated at
the given desired level. We here assume that a kinematic model to
predict the cutting force from given cutting conditions is avail-
able, on which the computation of the desired engagement angle
is based. In this study, we adopt the cutting force prediction model
developed by Otsuka et al. �21�. When the feed rate at the cutting
point is given, Otsuka’s cutting force model can be rewritten as

F
∧

= �0 + �1 sin �en�i� + �2�en�i� + �3�sin�en�i��2

+ �4��en�i��2 + �5�en�i� sin �en�i� �5�

where F
∧

denotes the predicted cutting force, and �0, �1, �2, �3,
�4, and �5 are constant coefficients which must be identified in

Fig. 15 Definition of feedrate at the cutting point and feedrate
at tool the center in 2.5D contour milling: „a… concave arc mill-
ing and „b… convex arc milling
advance for the given tool and the workpiece by cutting experi-
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ents as shown in �21�. As Eq. �5� is a nonlinear equation, a
rust-region method for nonlinear optimization �22� is adopted to
olve the above equation to obtain a profile of the optimized cut-
ing engagement angle, �en

* �i� �i=1, . . . ,Nk� along the tool path
rajectory for the given desired cutting force level.

3.2.4 Tool Path Modification With Optimized Cutting Engage-
ent Angle. Now, using the proposed algorithm for tool path
odification as described in Sec. 2, the trajectory of modified

emi-finishing path, ok−1�i��R2�i=1, . . . ,Nk−1� is generated such
hat the cutting engagement angle is maintained at �en

* �i� along the
rajectory of finishing path, ok�i��R2�i=1, . . . ,Nk�.

Figure 16 shows the modified semi-finishing path generated by
he current proposed algorithm, along with the finishing path on
he same core workpiece contour �see Fig. 7�, and the effect of
ath modification on the trajectory of semi-finishing path can be
oted in the magnified view of Fig. 16. To be noted again is that,
n the machining along the finishing path trajectory, the optimized
ariable feed rate at the tool center f tc

* �i�, is maintained to keep
onstant feedrate at the cutting point.

3.2.5 Experiments for Verification. Machining experiments on
he same core workpiece are carried out in order to verify the

ig. 16 „a… Modified semi-finishing tool path generated by the
roposed algorithm with optimized cutting engagement angle
nd „b… magnified view of the tool paths in the rectangular box
ignificance of the proposed approach. A three-axis vertical ma-
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chining center �Mori Seiki GV503� is used in cutting tests. Cut-
ting conditions used during the experiments are same as shown in
Table 1 except for the axial depth of cut. In this experiment, the
axial depth of cut of 5.24 mm is maintained throughout.

Three machining strategies are adopted in this case study. Strat-
egy 1 �contour parallel path� represents the case where contour
parallel tools with a constant feed rate of 1200 mm/min are ap-
plied throughout the machining �i.e., from roughing to finishing�.
Strategy 2 �feed-rate control� is the case where a contour parallel
tool path with variable feed rate at tool center is applied to the
finishing in order to keep a constant feed rate of 1200 mm/min at
the actual cutting point. As computed by using Eqs. �3� and �4� for
the geometry of the core contour, the variable feed rate at the tool
center in the finishing path ranges from 450 mm/min to
2400 mm/min. Note that in strategy 2, the semi-finishing path is
the same as the original contour parallel path. Finally, strategy 3
�feed-rate control with modified tool path� designates the case
where the tool path modification by the proposed algorithm is
applied to the semi-finishing while a contour parallel tool path
with variable feed rate at tool center �as same in strategy 2� is
applied to the finishing.

3.2.6 Results and Discussion. Figure 17 illustrates a compari-
son of cutting forces measured by a dynamometer �Kistler’s
9257B� in finishing. The definition of cutting forces measured in
the cutting tests for this case study is as same as that described in
Sec. 3.1.2. From Fig. 17, it is seen that contour parallel path
�strategy 1� shows a drastic variation of cutting force. A cutting
test under a feed-rate control with keeping a constant feed rate at
the cutting point �strategy 2� also reveals a variation of cutting
force. However, machining under a feed-rate control with a modi-
fied tool path generated by the proposed algorithm �strategy 3�
reduces the variation of cutting force by about 80% and 44% �at
maximum� while comparing to those under strategies 1 and 2,
respectively. In addition, strategies 2 and 3 improve cutting time
by �13% with respect to that in strategy 1 due to the feed-rate
control. Note that, in Fig. 17, there is a little jump of cutting
forces at the beginning of the cut for all the cases. This can be
attributed to the fact that at the beginning of cut, the tool ap-
proaches to the workpiece in a direction perpendicular to the con-
tour, which causes a sudden rise in cutting force since the tool
undergoes the full immersion cutting there for a short time. This
process is ignored in all the strategies.

Figure 18 shows profiles of commanded and measured feed rate
on the machining of finishing path under strategies 2 and 3. It
indicates that, in actual machining, the commanded variable feed

Fig. 17 Comparison of cutting forces in finishing
rate at tool center to keep a constant feed rate at the cutting point
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s regulated almost appropriately by the servocontroller of the
achine tool. In this experiment, the measured feed rate profile is

iven through linear encoders on X and Y directional feed drives.
Surface profiles of machined core workpiece are measured by a

ontour form measurement system �Mitsutoyo’s SV-C500�. Mea-
urements of surface profiles are taken at �2.6 mm depth from
he top face of the core workpiece in the axial direction �i.e., about
alf of the axial depth of cut�. Surface measurement results shown
n Fig. 19�a� indicate that, in the machining under contour parallel
ath with constant feed rate at the tool center �strategy 1�, cutting
arks are dense at convex arc as marked by A in Fig. 7, while

hey are wide at concave arc as marked by B in Fig. 7. In contrary,
n the cutting under the feed-rate control with modified tool path
strategy 3�, cutting marks are likely to span more evenly at both
onvex and concave arcs �Fig. 19�b��. This result manifests that,
hen the feed rate at the tool center is constant, and thus, the feed

ate at the cutting point varies depending on the geometry of the
ool path �strategy 1�, the density of cutter marks varies signifi-
antly. By keeping constant feed rate at the cutting point �strategy
�, the surface quality can be improved. Note that in Fig. 19�b�,
he amplitude of cutting mark peaks on the convex arc �A� is
lightly larger in strategy 3 than that in strategy 1. This might
appen because the average cutting force on the convex arc �A� is
arger in strategy 3 than that in strategy 1 due to the feed-rate
ontrol.

Machined surface trajectories of the core workpiece measured
y a CMM �Leitz’s PMM 866� are shown in Fig. 20. Figure 21
escribes machined surface geometric error profiles with respect
o the distance along the reference surface in the finishing. From
igs. 20 and 21, it is seen that, in the machining under feed-rate
ontrol with the modified tool path �strategy 3�, machined surface
eometric error is more constant along the reference trajectory of
he core workpiece while comparing with those under strategies 1
nd 2. Neglecting larger error at entry/exit points of the cutting
ear the point 1, the feed-rate control with the modified tool path
strategy 3� reduces the maximum machined surface error varia-
ion by �57.5% and �19.3% compared to those under the con-
entional contour parallel path �strategy 1� and the feedrate con-
rol �strategy 2� respectively.

Note that in Fig. 21, it can be observed that the machining
nder contour parallel path �strategy 1� produces the least ma-
hined surface error on convex arcs. The intention of applying the
odified semi-finish path �and the feed-rate control� is to reduce

he variation in the cutting force over the entire finishing path,
hich leads to the increase of cutting force at convex arcs �see

lso Fig. 17�. This naturally results in larger tool deflection and,
onsequently, larger machined surface error at convex arcs. In this
tudy, we are more interested in obtaining the least variation of
achined surface error �i.e., uniform geometric surface� over the

ntire finishing surface. In strategy 3, the semi-finish path and the
eed rate are modified such that the cutting force at convex arcs is
ncreased, and that at concave arcs is decreased.

The mean values of machined surface geometric error for each

ig. 18 Profiles of measured and commanded feedrate in fin-
shing under strategy 2 „feed-rate control…
f eight corners of the core contour are drawn in Fig. 22. Results
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from Fig. 22 verify more uniform geometric error achieved under
the feed-rate control with the modified tool path developed by the
proposed algorithm.

4 Conclusions
The following can be concluded from this study:

�a� Although conventional contour parallel tool paths offer
varying cutting engagement, this paper proposes an algo-
rithm to generate a new offset tool path, which regulates
the cutting engagement angle at a desired value in the
two-dimensional contour machining by using a straight
end mill.

�b� In an attempt to signify the capability of the proposed
algorithm, two case studies are demonstrated. From the
first case study, it has been shown that the modified con-
stant engagement �CE� tool path generated by the pro-
posed algorithm is able to regulate the cutting engage-

Fig. 19 Cutter mark profiles of a convex arc „marked by A in
Fig. 7… and a concave arc „marked by B in Fig. 7… of curvature
radius of 8 mm of machined core workpiece: „a… contour paral-
lel path „strategy 1… and „b… feedrate control with modified tool
path „strategy 3…
ment at a desirable constant level, which results in an
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83% reduction of the maximum variation of cutting force

ig. 20 Machined surface trajectories with respect to the ref-
rence surface of core workpiece: „a… contour parallel path
strategy 1…, „b… feed-rate control „strategy 2…, and „c… feed-rate
ontrol with modified tool path „strategy 3…
while comparing to that for the conventional contour par-
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allel tool path. Consequently, in terms of geometric accu-
racy, it reveals a 75% reduction of the variation in the
machined surface error compared to that for the contour
parallel path.

�c� The second case study demonstrates the capability of the
proposed algorithm when it is applied to a feed-rate con-
trol scheme where the feed rate at the tool center is varied
to keep a constant feed rate at the cutting point. Although
a constant feed rate at the cutting point does not regulate
constant cutting force, it has been shown that by applying
the modified tool path generated by the proposed algo-
rithm, a desired cutting force can be maintained more
accurately and efficiently, and hence, the variation in the
machined surface geometric error is reduced and the sur-
face quality is improved. Results from experimental veri-
fication of the proposed approach, include far-reduced
variation of cutting forces, uniform cutting marks on the
machined surface, and consequently, an improved geo-
metric accuracy of the machined contour.
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